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AB�TRACT 
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Education < hereafter referred to a& ProJect ABE> , of which 
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in I l l inois to adopt i t .  Thi& paper i &  a result of that 
field experience and includes background inforaation about 
ProJect ABE, a review of the l iterature pertinent to arts 
education and a year by year overview of the proJect ' &  
activities. probleas and solutions 
throughout the field experience are d i scussed and analyzed . 
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CHAPTER I :  BACKGROUND INFOR"ATION 
Description of ProJect ABE 
ProJect ABE <Arts in Basic Education > was designed to 
integrate the arts- -creative dramatics. music. visual art. 
dance. and creative writing--into the elementary school 
curriculum. The proJect became operational in 19 elementary 
classroom& in the Charleston district in 1978 and since 
January. 
schools. 
1983. has been adopted by 60 other Illinois 
The intent of the proJect was to design arts-integrated 
curriculu� that could be used by classroom teachers . rather 
than art& specialists, in order to provide all the arts for 
every child. 
Arts-integration is defined as the process which 
demonstrates to the learner that common concept& such as 
culture . Measurement and balance. which appear in "regular•· 
subJects also exist in the arts. So def'ined. 
arts-integration differs drastically f'rom the long time 
practice of elementary curriculum in which a social studies 
lesson is suppleMented by singing about a country being 
studied. or by viewing reproductions of paintings done by 
that country'& artists. When the arts are truly integrated, 
the students may indeed learn the music of a given country. 
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but they also will be taught the unique cultural difference& 
of that music and will create such music themselves. 
Arts-integration is planned arts involvement taught on a 
non-incidental basis by the classroom teacher. Through this 
process. the creative. aesthetic nature of arts learning is 
added to the cognitive aspect of "knowing about" the arts 
<Garner. 1982 >. 
Art&-integration then. places arts instruction at the 
level of the other basic skills. In the public school 
system. arts instruction has been either a .. tack-on .. to the 
curriculum in social studies units or a special subJect for 
talented students. At the elementary level this special 
instruction often has occurred during non-school hours. 
During lean economic years such extra-curricular instruction 
ha& become expendable. thus all but eliminating the arts 
from the curriculum. Through arts-integration. the basic 
arts skill& such as balance or measurement are taught as 
they interrelate to music. visual art. mathematics. science. 
or any other curricular area. Through this process the 
basic arts skills become part of every student ' s  background 
along with the other basic content skills of reading and 
llathematics. Knowledge of arts skills is no longer the 
domain only of the specially talented. Rather the arts 
become part of the whole of every educated person 
and Garner. 1982>. 
<Marshall 
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Arts-integrated curriculum was the end-product of 
ProJect ABE's developmental years. 
JRany facets: curriculum writing, 
The process involved 
inservice training for 
proJect teachers, the establishment of a volunteer program, 
and program evaluation. 
The research findings based on the program evaluation 
allowed ProJect ABE to becoll\e ·· validated, ·· i.e. proved 
educationally and statistically significant at the . 05 level 
of confidence, as measured by the a��§ �n ��§�9 ggyg��i2n 
personal communication, May, 1982>. 
Based on its validation, the program was subsequently 
allowed funds for replication in other Illinois schools. 
All documents and written materials pertinent to 
ProJect ABE are listed as Appendix D and may be seen by 
contacting the author. 
Duti•• of the Pro3ect Director 
The directorship of an externally funded program such 
as ProJect ABE did not fit into an exact position on the 
organizational chart of the Charleston school district. 
Typically, a proJect director was a person within a school 
district who wrote a grant that financially supported an 
innovative idea. Larger districts that employed grants 
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persons frequently acquired funds and subsequently hired 
someone on staff to provide the content leadership for the 
proJect . 
The scope of ProJect ABE was larger than any externally 
funded program in the Charleston schools since the 
d issolution of ESEA Title III in the late 1960 ' s .  ProJect 
ABE ulti �ately brought near l y  a half M i llion dollars into 
the school district and involved 19 elementary teachers and 
hundreds of &tudant& . 
The deter�ination of the proJect d i r ector's position on 
the district ' s  organizational chart and her duties were 
established by the superintendent of schools and the 
author . The position was to be fairly autonomous. with the 
d i rector reporting to the superintendent. The proJect staff 
reported to the d irector . While teachers involved with the 
proJect were supervised in proJect Matters by the director. 
the building principals were their d i rect supervisors . The 
director was called an administrator as Title IV-c 
regulations required that she hold the Illinois Supervisory 
Endorsement . 
Spec i f i c  duties of the proJect d irector i ncluded the 
followin g :  
1 .  Designing budgets . coordinating proJect budget through 
state and district guidelines and working with 
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di strict auditors 
2. Supervising four i n - h ouse staff members and 19 proJect 
teachers 
3. Designing and implementing inservice programs 
4. Designing a curriculum development process 
5 .  Supervising the implementation of curriculum 
G. With an evaluation consult.ant. designing and 
i�plementing the evaluation instruments to support 
proJect. research 
7. Writing newspaper publicity and Journal articles: 
R\aking present.at.ions to arts associations and 
curriculuR\ groups; keeping coR\munity and board of 
education informed: working with parent volunteers 
8. Accepting responsibility for following Title IV-c 
regulations and writing monthly reports. 
applications. or grant proposals 
all funding 
9. Conducting the dissemination phase of the proJ ect . 
All successes . failures . and problems pertinent to the 
proJect came ''up" to the d irect.or from staff. teachers. and 
principals and ''down" from the super intendant's off ice . 
Total responsib i l ity for the proJect, then. was the essence 
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of the director ' s  JOb descriptio n .  
Deacription o f  the Funding Source 
Title IV-c proJects in I llinois were highly regulated 
by the Illinois State Board of Education ' s  Education and 
I nnovation Section . ProJect directors were expected to 
adhere to progra� and fiscal regulations as they appeared in 
an eighty-page document entitled 
In the �y!g�!!n�§r Title IV-e's goals were stated as 
follows : 
A .  [To provide] for significant improvement in 
the educational opportunities available for large 
nu•bers 0£ ele�entary and secondary students. 
B .  I nternalization of educationally and 
statistically signi£icant <validated) practices in 
many school d i stricts throughout the state . This 
is accomplished by funding the developmental 
proJects or sharing the de�onstration proJ ects, 
their products and/or processes, which are 
educationally and statistically significant, 
easily replicable and coat effective <Illinois 
State Board of Education, 1978> 
Title IV-c proJects were funded on the basis of 
competitive proposal writing. Although the cycle for the 
development of significant educational practices was 
designed for a three-year period, funding was granted one 
year at a time, thus continuing the competitive aspect of 
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the "soft-Jnoney" business. 
After a pro)ect was funded, yearly continuation reports 
which presented program information and research data fro� 
the current f i scal year, as well as pro9ram plan& and budget 
for the coming year were required . 
were the bases for future funding. 
Continuation reports 
During its third year, the pro)ect d irector could apply 
for validation, a process by which revi ewers from outside 
Illinois examined research data and cost effectiveness . 
With validation, a pro)ect would automati cally be placed on 
the Illinois dissemination network which allowed Title IV-c 
funds to install the proJect i n  other Illinois districts. 
I n  addition to the three-year developmental cycle )U&t 
described , T itle IV-c frequently allotted plann ing grants to 
districts which was the point at which ProJect ABE began . 
< The planning grant will be discussed later in this paper . )  
Review of the Literature 
A review of the literature pertinent to the content 
area of proposed proJect& wa& a requirement for all Title 
IV-c applications for funding. The review of literature was 
intended to provide e v i dence for proposal readers that the 
submitted idea was innovat i v e . 
The arts-integrated approach to elementary curri culum 
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was �Q innovative that in 1978, virtually nothing had been 
written about it. "Arts education.. as an idea was Just 
e1ter9in9. Prior to the seventies, such ideas had remained 
in the realm 0£ aesthetics and in the individual arts 
disciplines such as music and visual art. Arts education 
advocates wanted to take the elitism out of the arts by 
providing �!! children with arts experiences, not JU&t those 
few who were identified as talented. 
In 1973, a panel of arts advocates, chaired by David 
Rockefeller, III, worked to forMulate a national statement 
on arts education. The panel's report, 
was rapidly baco1tin9 the basic text in arts education. The 
book examined needs, goals, processes, and ideas as they 
relate to each of the arts and other subJect matter. In its 
opening chapter, the panel provided an overview of 
collective pre1tises: 
The report as&erts that A1terican education 
exaggerates the i•portance 0£ words as 
trans1tittera 0£ in£ormation • • •  sensory languages 
need to be developed as well, i£ words are to 
£ul£ill their deeper £unction • . • .  Our environment 
is what we 1take it. And how we shape it depends 
on how we perceive it. Through the arts, we learn 
to see our environMent •ore clearly . . •  and to 
preserve its life and quality <Rockefeller, 1977. 
pp. 3-4>. 
its 
Since then, the JDR 3rd Fund's arts in education 
programs have explored ways in which all the arts can beco1te 
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l 
vital parts of the daily teaching and learning process. The 
Fund established the League of Six Cities Programs 
< Hartford . Winston-Salem, Little Rock . Seattle, 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Birmingham. Michigan> and these 
school districts formed partnerships with that League to 
become information and idea exchange banks for other systems 
contemplating similar effort&. 
ggyg��!Qn §Qy�g� �QQ� : ft Y!�� !�2m �h� �QB ��g EYnQ provided 
an update on those original programs. 
1977) , was the report of the Oklahoma 
City art& education program and its alliance with the Junior 
Leagues of America. ftll �h� ft��§ !Q� gy��� �h!lg. < MadeJa, 
1977) the final report on the art& in general education 
proJect in University City, Missouri . as well as several 
paper& by Jane Reaer . Assistant Director of the JDR 3rd Fund 
arts in education program s .  were valuable resources. In 
them, many program and curriculum descriptions could be 
found. 
In 1967, in concurrence with the United States Office 
of Education, the St. Louis based Central Midwestern 
Regional Educational Laboratory . Inc. < CEMREL> Board of 
Directors made a commit�ent to develop an aesthetic 
education curriculum for kindergarten through sixth grades . 
The resulting units and classroom case studies were 
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Onuska. 1977 ) .  The book also defined aesthetic education and 
drew relationships between it and general education: 
There is a continual development and exercise 
0£ thinking skills applicable to general education 
in the aesthetic education curriculum. 
Understanding 0£ such concepts as point 0£ view. 
part and whole. and alternate methods of 
expression . is crucial to all learning without 
being restricted to aesthetic education in the 
arts. <pp. 100-101) 
This basis for conceptual learning reflects Jerome Bruner's 
curriculum model based on identification of maJor concepts 
and skills which are cycled and expanded throughout the 
learning process. 
Two CEMREL publications which provided support to arts 
in basic education tenets were the yearbooks entitled. ���§ 
The wedding of the arts and other subJect matter was a 
concern that reached from the laboratory to the concer� hall 
to the educational systeMs. 
��� �!!1��9� <1962>. Yale chemistry professor. Harold G . 
Cassidy . approached the relationship of science and art from 
a scientist's viewpoint. His conclusions were similar to 
those of the arts world: ""For it is out of the functioning 
of art and science as a whole. integrated system 
that • . •  moral and ethical principles arise which can give 
- 10 -
l 
direction to a people's efforts and sustain their creative 
drives. ·· Cp. 147> 
During the seventies. research about the arts became of 
interest. The art& and creativity were 
considerations in brain researchers' < Samples. 
important 
Regel&ki. 
Ornstein> attempt& to analyze mode& of learning, perceiving. 
and knowing. Limited available research-based material& 
indicated that art& in basic education impact in schools was 
directly related to &taff-developMent activities. CSJogren. 
1974> MadeJa <1973> reported that teachers in the University 
City. Missouri, school& who used art& in education material& 
felt positively disposed toward such a program. (1973) 
Significant increase& in basic reading, language arts &kill. 
and attitude& toward the arts were found to be a direct 
result of the New York City school district/ Guggenheim 
Museum progral\, "Learning to Read Through the Arts and 
Humanities·· <Conant, 1973 > .  
The January. 1978, edition of nY§!g ggyg�tQ�§ �QY�n�! 
was devoted entirely to arts in education. Editor John 
Aquino said. "The art& are basic to education 
help make us more humane. " Cp. S >  A for111.al 
because 
consensus 
they 
that 
recognized the relationship between the arts and general 
curriculul\ and a conviction that drama i& a primary vehicle 
for teaching and learning was formulated at the conference 
of the Children'& Theatre Association of Al\erica in 1977. 
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Visual art educators were also sympathetic to the cause 
of integrating the arts with mathematics. science, language 
arts, etc • •  as was revealed in several issues of ��� 
the Journal of the National Art Education 
Association. Geraldine Dimondstein. <February, 1976 > . said: 
So�ewhere along the line . teachers need to be 
exposed to a broad conceptual approach (in the 
arts> ai�ilar to those concepts in �ath, social 
studies, science . etc. In this way the role of 
the teacher changes from teacher as 
technician • • •  to teacher as sensitive participant 
entering into a student's thought processes and 
sharing insights into perceived education. < p.15> 
(January/February. 1976 > .  was devoted to arts in education . 
and on April 4, 1978. the NhESP's delegate assembly approved 
the following resolution: '"The Association . . .  believes that 
the arts are a functional part of the broad vocational 
demands of our society and urges educators and schools to 
integrate the arts • • .  into the educational program as 
a . • .  means of enhancing the teaching process itself . . . ... 
(p. 7 >  
Since the original review of literature was written. a 
clear definition of arts education has emerged. In 1980, 
following state�ent in the book's preface: 
What. then. do we mean by arts 
First, it is that area of education 
with the means o r  media £or 
- 12 -
education? 
that deals 
artistic 
expression--music, dance, literature, drama, and 
the visual arts--and that deals with the many ways 
by which people can realize Cor have realized) 
ideas and £eelings . . • •  Secondly, it is that area 
of education that addresses itself to the needs or 
purposes for individual or group expression. The 
concept 0£ arts education starts with an 
assumption that the experience of expressing and 
responding to artistic ideas and events can be 
available to all students. Cp. xii> 
The key phrase in Hau&man's statement, ••Artistic ideas 
and events can be made available to �!! students, " differs 
from traditional education in the separate di&ciplines of 
visual art, writing, and dance, in which 
talent was expected to emit from a child before significant 
arts education was provided. 
Sy 1983- arto education as a discipline had begun to 
take hold as was evident in tha wealth of Journal articles 
of individual national organizations such as the National 
Music Educators Association, the National Art Education 
Association and the American Theatre Association. In 
addition, the National Alliance for Arts Education now 
boasts branches in 45 of the 50 United States. The ��QQ�Il 
magazine publish frequent articles on the topic. 
magazine is devoted entirely to arts education. 
Arts education now has its list of names--household 
words. so to speak, that are synonomous with the field. 
Among these mavens are Jane Remer and Kathryn Bloom , 
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Di rectors of Learning to Read Through the Arts, New York 
City ; Bennet Rei�er, Chair�an of the Department of Music at 
Northwestern University, and former d i rector of the Arts in 
General Education ProJect at Case Western Reserve in 
Cleveland; and E l l iot Eisner, professor of art education at 
Stanford University . 
Recently, the I l l inois State Board of Education and the 
I l l i nois A l l iance for Arts Education pub l ished � �9§!g 
was an outgrowth of the 1977 beginnings of an arts in 
education task force appointed by D r .  Joseph Cronin, who was 
then State Superintendent of Education . The charge to that 
task force was to develop a Five-year Plan for Arts in 
Education in I l l inoi s .  That plan has been extended and in 
f!§9�! Y���§, 1�§�-§§, State Superintendent of Education, 
D r .  Donald G .  G i l l  writes: 
The arts are an important part of general 
education for a l l  students . The arts serve as an 
integral part 0£ a balanced curriculum in our 
schoo l s .  The I l l i nois State Board 0£ Education 
and sta££ are committed to working with I l l inois 
educators in continuing e££orts to identi£y 
methods and a l ternatives to keep the arts central 
and a l ive in our schoo l s .  A l l  students need the 
opportunity to experience the arts and develop 
their own creative potential to meet the demands 
0£ their future world <I l l inois State Board of 
Education, 1984, p .  ii) . 
Since 1978, when ProJect ABE received its p lanning 
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grant, arts i n  education has become a QQD� fig� f i el d .  In 
1979, when ABE applied for fu l l  funding, arts in education 
was l isted for the first time in the T i t l e  I V - c  §yig�!iD�§ 
fQ� ��QQQ§�! ��it��§ as one of six priority areas for which 
funding would be consi dered 
Education, 1979, p . 12 ) . 
<I l l inois State Board of 
Perhaps the greatest indication of the state ' s  
recognition of the arts, as wel l as the most recent, is the 
fact that the arts were one of six subJ ect matter areas in 
consideration in the I l l inois State Board of Education ' s  
1984 Committee to Write Outcome Statements regarding "what 
I l l inois students should know and be able to do , at l east, 
upon exit from I l l inois secondary schools·· <J . Corbal l y, 
personal communication , March 22 , 1984 ) . These outcomes w i l l  
form the basis for legisl ation to rewrite the �9022! 929� Qf 
th� �t�t� Qf !!!iD2i§ · 
Chapter I has described ProJect ABE and the duties of 
its directo r .  Information about ABE ' s  funding source has 
been provided and a review of the l i terature presented . 
In the documentation of the f i e l d  experience that is to 
f o l low, administrative aspects that are common to proJect 
d i rectorships w i l l  be a n a l yzed through a review of the 
program ' s  activities. The problems and solutions are not 
content related but are pertinent to the administrative 
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aspect of any external l y funded program . As a result, the 
situations can be considered applicable to any proJect and, 
in most instances. generic to administration. 
- 16 -
CHAPTER I I :  THE PLANNING GRANT YEAR, 1978 -79 
Propo•al Writing 
Title IV-c often al lowed planning grant& to be used for 
the development of proJect&. A planning grant was a sma l l  
a�ount of money al lotted t o  proJects which the proposal 
readers felt were worthy of further consideration a year 
hence . 
I n  1977, the Assistant Superintendent and Special 
Pro)ects Director of the Charleston district wrote a 
proposal for Title IV-c funds which suggested ways that 
teachers could plan to integrate the arts into their daily 
instruction . Com�unity Unit District No . l was given a 
S20,000 planning grant rather than f u l l  funding because the 
evaluation component of the original proposal had no 
statistical ba&is. Since re&earch was the �ain focus of 
Title I V - c  pro)ects, i t  was surprising that the proposal was 
even considered . However, the readers were apparently 
excited about the idea and wanted to provide Charleston the 
opportunity to further pursue i t .  
ABE ' s  p lanning grant a l l owed a salary for an 
- 17 -
administrator <the author) for 4/5 time for eight months. 
The director's duties during that year included general 
administrative ones such a& beco�in9 fami l iar with Title 
IV-c and school district rules and regulations. and the 
language of the state bureaucracy . Reviewing the literature 
to establish a theoretical base for the proJect and 
establ ishing goodw i l l  with teachers and principals. thereby 
laying the groundwork for future teacher partici pation were 
also important during that yea r .  
The first �aJor task. however. was to hire a n  evaluator 
who would create an evaluation design for the proJect. find 
ways to evaluate its resul t s .  
about the evaluation component. 
and write techn ical reports 
Twenty-one evaluators were 
contacted and twenty -one refused to consider the position 
because they knew nothing about the arts . Final ly. one 
agreed to at least be interviewed. He decided that he could 
do the evaluation because the proJect d i rector could provide 
the content information necessary for h i m  to do his work . 
Dr . Jon C .  Marshal l .  president of Evaluative Research 
Associates i n  St. Louis. became ProJect ABE ' &  evaluator and 
remained throughout the life of the proJect . 
An important adMinistrative lesson was learned during 
the time when evaluators were being considered. The 
director wrongly assumed that the people in the field of 
evaluation would be able to identify the needs of the 
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proJ ect. After several refusal s .  the director began to read 
about evaluation and d i scussed concerns with other people so 
that in future conversations with prospective evaluators, it 
was possible to clearly state what the proJect neede d .  
A school administrator cannot be expected to be an 
expert i n  every f i e l d  for which school personnel must be 
hired . However. some advance homework can provide clarity 
that w i l l  al low an employer to make inte l l igent decisions 
regarding interviewees . 
The writing of the proposal for f u l l  funding and the 
establishment of the evaluation design became a simultaneous 
proces s .  The d i rector and the evaluator spent many days 
defining proJ ect goals and establ ishing proJ ect 
foundation . During this t i m e .  the d irector learned to stand 
firmly on the premise that program content needed to dictate 
the evaluation component, rather than the reverse . 
Creating Viaibilty 
Another aspect of the planning year involved creating 
visibility among elementary school tachers . If the proJect 
were ful l - funded for the following year, 12 teachers would 
be neded to participate in proJ ect activities . 
I n  an effort to create awareness of the proJect, the 
director designed a variety of service s .  A monthly arts 
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calendar was sent to a l l  e lementary teachers . The calendar 
included scheduled arts activities at Eastern I l l inois 
University and in Coles County as wel l as a listing of 
television programs about the arts. In addition, the 
director <with approval of the principals> scheduled <but 
d i d  not pay for> f i e l d  trips for classes to concerts, art 
exhibits, and historical museum s .  The calendar and the 
schedul i ng service were exce l lent public relations tools .  
Nead• A•••&&aant 
At the end of the planning year, a survey was given to 
a l l  e le�entary teachers which <l> assessed their involvement 
in arts teaching ; <2> inquired if they would teach more if 
they felt more capab l e ;  and ( 3) assessed their perceived 
strengths and weaknesses in arts teach i n g .  
The results o f  the survey, which w i l l  be d iscussed 
later, became the basis for teacher selection at the 
beginning of the proJect ' s  first year of f u l l  funding. 
The planning year ended i n  April, 1979 . The new 
program , if funded, was to begin July 1 of that year. Three 
working days prior to that date, the I l l inois State Board of 
Education notified Charlesto n ' s  superintendent of schools 
that full -funding for ABE ' &  first year had been approved . 
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CHAPTER III: YEARS ONE AND TWO. 1979-81 
Staff Selection and Training 
The ensuing d iscussion of ProJ ect ABE ' &  first and 
second years w i l l  include a review of the program ' s  maJor 
activities, problems that arose, 
solutions . 
and an analysis of their 
ProJect ABE ' &  first year began with a thoroughly 
deoigned plan and sufficient funds for its impl ementation . 
The d irector ' s  first task was to employ staff . Three 
half-time positions were available: curriculum coord inator . 
staff development coordinantor, 
proJect ' s  volunteer prograM. 
and a coordinator for the 
In addition, a f u l l -time 
secretary was required . The interviewing process was not 
difficult as J Ob description& had been out l i ned in the 
proposal .  
the work. 
Many people applied who could have eas i l y  done 
However , the ad�inistrative decision became not 
one of hiring individuals, but of h i r i ng a team of people 
who were capable of working together and interested in a 
developmental process . The peopl e  who were hired f u l f illed 
those requirements successfu l l y .  Two of the three 
coordinators stayed with the program unt i l  the end . The 
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replacement of the curriculum coordinator at the beginning 
of the second year 
strengthened the staff . 
created no proble�s. but rather 
With staff in place. the f i rst few days were spent with 
in-house staff development and planning. The d i rector 
d iscussed the program plan with the staff and made 
individual task assignments. Together . the staff created a 
timeline for the year's activities . 
At this point.the staff •embers were concerned about 
being able to fulf i l l  their assignments . They had read the 
program plan and discussed it with the d irector; however, 
they sensed that the evolution of the plan was largely i n  
the di rector ' s  mind . Part of this d i f f i culty was the result 
of the language of the proposal . The technical language of 
the evaluation component combined with the bureaucratic 
language of the funding agency was confusing to them. The 
frustration was felt by the director, as w e l l  as the staff, 
because the program plan stated what was to be done with no 
mechanism to faci l i t iate pro)ect activities . 
Long discussions about the concern ended with a 
unanimous decision. The staff wanted clear directives from 
its leader . They wanted to be told what to do and to be 
informed as to how each specific assignment would fit into 
the total plan . They f e l t  that such information would al low 
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� h I 
them to plan ways to accomplish tasks which would be 
completed after their pl ans had been reviewed by the 
director. 
It is important to note that this strategy was not an 
administrative d i rective but rather a result of staff 
concerns . The plan was very effective despite the fact that 
the d i rector had essenti a l l y  had to do a l l  the proJect work 
for a six-month period . Eventually, staff members were 
capable of making autononous decisions which they did 
w i l l i n g l y  as confidence grew and the proJect ' s  direction 
became clear . 
Teacher Selection 
Before the proJect could truly begin, teachers had to 
be selected . Twelve elementary teachers were to be chosen 
from the 56 on staff i n  the district . Teacher selection was 
the first collective task of the newly formed ProJect ABE 
staff . The following criteria were esta b l i shed : 
To be considered as a ProJect ABE participant, teachers 
1 .  Must have taught in the district for at least one 
year. 
2 .  Must be at least five years away from retirement . 
3. Must be committed t o  change. 
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4 .  Must have demonstrated an interest in arts education. 
5 .  Must be willing to attend proJect activities. 
G. Must be willing to follow proJect guidelines. 
In addition,, all six elementary buildings had to be 
represented as well a& all grade levels,, 
through &ix. 
kindergarten 
These criteria were not random decisions. The 
requirements for representation from all buildings and grade 
levels were programmatic. The staff predicted that proJect 
work would be time-consuming,, so it was felt that first-year 
teachers should be excluded. Since a great deal of time and 
money would be &pent in staff develop�ent,, it was important 
that the program have long-term effect in the district,, 
thus,, the criterion for five years prior to retirement. 
Interest in arts education was assessed through surveys 
which were taken during ABE'& planning year. The ••Arts 
Priority and Skills Survey" was given to all 56 elementary 
teachers,, with 64" of that nuMber responding. In answer to 
the question,, ··1s the time you spend in arts instruction 
sufficient?.•• 60" said··no•• for creative dramatic&; 50% said 
"no·· for music; 50" said ••no·· for movement; 33" said "no" 
£or creative writing; and 26" said ··no·· for visual art. 
Over 30" cited ··1ack of ski11·· as the reason for 
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insufficient time spent; but only one percent stated the 
reason as being "lack of interest. " 
Fifty-three per cent participating in the survey said 
that they would like to integrate the arts more fully into 
the curriculum. That number represented 35� of the total 
number of elementary teachers in the district. ProJect ABE 
required only 1 2  teachers or 21� of the total district 
participation for successful first year operation. 
To begin the teacher selection process. the proJect 
staff met with all elementary teachers on the first day of 
school at a meeting established by the superintendent of 
schools. The director informed teachers about the proJect 
and the teachers signed a form to indicate their desire to 
participate. Twenty-seven teachers so indicated, from whom 
12 had to be chosen. 
The staff reviewed the surveys taken some months 
earlier. In addition, the attendance rosters from proJect 
workshops were consulted as well as documentation from 
school calendars and personal interviews which determined 
what degree of interest teachers had in arts education. The 
application of pre-established criteria made the teacher 
selection process more expedient. 
The director spoke personally to each teacher who had 
indicated interest in proJect participation. It was 
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di££icult to in£orM 15 teachers that they had not been 
chosen. However. more teachers would be needed during the 
second year. 
ln&ervice Training 
The ultimate goal of any Title IV-c proJect was to 
develop an exportable product. which. after being 
statistically validated in the producer district. could be 
replicated in other districts. usually during the proJect's 
fourth year. ProJect ABE's exportable product was to be 
arts-integrated curriculum that could be used by classroom 
teachers with a minimum of arts training. During ABE's 
first and second years then. curriculum had to be written, 
implemented, revised. re-implemented. and revised until the 
teachers and staff felt it could be used by others. 
With this goal in mind. the proJect director had to 
decide the best way to pursue the task. The literature 
about curriculum development was somewhat useful in 
designing the process but there was no precedent that 
addressed the heart of the dilemma. There were 1 2  teachers 
ready to integrate the arts into the curriculum. but they 
there was knew very little about the arts. In addition. 
minimal understanding of the philosophy or value of 
arts-integration. and no curriculum model was available. 
It was eventually decided that inservice training would 
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include a balance of arts workshops which would be directed 
by arts educators from throughout Illinois, and curriuclum 
writing sessions which would be led by the staff. The 
theory was that experiencing the arts would allow teachers 
to generate ideas about how to include them in their 
curriculum. This was successful as long as the proJect 
staff was available to act as a resource during writing 
sessiona. 
The arts training session& proved beneficial to the 
teachers in that they began to have an abundance of ideas 
for arts activities. Furthermore, they began, for the first 
time, to want to include creative writing, dramatics, and 
dance in their instruction. They had difficulty integrating 
the arts into the total curriculum, however. The 
relationships between the arts and other sub)ects were 
virtually unknown to theM. In the beginning, the proJect 
staff assisted in establishing those relationships in order 
to assure true integration. As teachers became acquainted 
with the elements of the arts, their dependence on the staff 
decreased. 
In the past, teachers had been accustomed to using the 
arts--and then only music and visual art--as supplementary 
ftaterials. The proJect required that one topic be explored 
in many subJect areas, ins!Y�ing the arts. As the proJect 
director observed the teachers' reliance on the staff to 
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make the arts-integrated connection, it bacame apparent that 
an administrative decision had to be made. The program's 
ultimate goal was to prepare the exportable curriculum 
product, and the director had become aware that the goal 
could be acheived �!�hQY� teacher change. In other words, 
as long as the staff assisted. the curriculum could be 
written without teachers learning or practicing anything 
about arts-integration. 
The director had to determine at that point what kind 
of impact the should have on participating 
teachers. What were the proJect's responsibilities to the 
teachers. and were those responsibilites in congruence with 
or in opposition to proJect goals? 
The proJect staff and director considered the problem 
carefully and decided that teacher change was indeed the 
program's primary goal. If teachers began to accept the 
arts-integrated approach, their knowledge would be reflected 
in the curriculum; therefore. as a result, 
goals would be met too. 
the proJect's 
To begin the change toward arts-integration, it became 
apparent that teachers had to be forced to initiate their 
own ideas. The staff felt that if teachers expressed their 
ideas, then reactions could be made to them. It had been 
observed that teachers best completed tasks that 
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demonstrated closure: i. e • •  filling in charts. blanks. forms. 
and the like. 
The ··curriculum Start Chart•• which can be seen in 
Appendix A. was given to teachers. As the chart 
demonstrates. they were asked to state the topic of the unit 
and to write a statement in each blank as to what aspect of 
the subJect applied to that topic. The staff could review 
the chart and indicate to the teacher whether or not the 
items were integrated or supplementary. 
The Curriculum Start Chart was a simple solution to a 
complex administrative problem, namely. how to initiate 
change. In this instance. teachers were asked to provide 
information that was difficult for them in a form that was 
recognizable. 
The humble beginnings of the Curriculum Start Chart 
ultimately became 843 pages of arts-integrated curriculum. 
The entire curriculum development process also appears in 
Appendix A. in chart form. 
At the end of the proJect's development. the staff 
asked the director if it would not have been more effective 
to have written a curriculum model for the teachers. l\f"ter 
due consideration. the reply was ··no. ·· The knowledge that 
teachers acquired during the frustration of the initial 
writing made them self-sufficient in regard to 
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arts-integration. The life of a proJect is short compared 
to the length of a teacher's career. Maximum impact of a 
progra� is achieved through teacher change. 
The initiation of the curriculum writing process then, 
was the �ost important facet of proJect development. Not 
only was the curriculum to become the exportable product of 
the proJect, the evaluation component was directly attached 
to the successful impleRentation of it. Of further 
significance was the fact that because four units per grade 
level were to be eventually written, the process had to be 
repeated four ti�es. The process became more efficient with 
the writing of subsequent units, 
unaltered. 
but remained basically 
Evaluation 
Title IV-c funding was dependent upon evaluation 
results. If research did not reveal that the process was 
effective, opportunities for further funding from that 
source were non-existent. Therefore, in addition to arts 
training and curriculum writing, evaluation instruments had 
to be designed. <These 
simultaneously.) Furthermore, 
three entities occurred 
none of ABE's curriculum 
could be taught until the entire elementary popluation had 
been pre-tested with ABE's evaluation instruments. 
The Curriculum Start Charts were the beginnings of a 
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lengthy process. The charts had forced teachers to make 
broad, general statements about their intentions. The next 
step was to write curriculum within a format that would 
provide consistency throughout grade levels, 
topic of the unit. 
despite the 
The format 0£ the curriculum was designed by the 
curriculum coordinator. the evaluator. and the director. A 
statement 0£ rationale explained why the unit topic was 
viable for the grade level. The unit level obJective stated 
the overall purpose of the unit. The individual lesson 
obJectives listed expected outcomes for each lesson. In 
addition, each lesson contained an evaluation statement, 
supplies needed and materials to be propared in advance. A 
complete bibliography, 
accompanied each unit. 
as well as a teacher-made test, 
The format allowed two facets of the program to 
accomplished. Detailed lessons. supplies. bibliographies 
and tests would assure that ABE's materials would be usable 
by other teachers. Rationale and obJectives gave the 
curriculum valid, educational appearance. More 
importantly, they were the aspects on which evaluation would 
be based. 
ProJect ABE teachers were resistant to the constraints 
applied to their curriculum writing that were necessary to 
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provide the mechanism for designing evaluation instruments. 
With the completion of the Curriculum Start Charts. teachers 
wanted to begin writing lesson plans. or compilations of 
activities that related to the unit topics. 
Activity planning was the forte of elementary 
teachers. However. the proJect director and evaluator 
insisted that their first concern had to be what childrn 
were to hDQ� at the completion of a unit. not what they were 
to gg during its duration. Student outcome statements--"the 
know f'actor"--were necessary before the evaluator and 
director could write test items. 
The teachers were insistent that via their planned 
activities. assumptions could be made about what students 
were to know. The director was insistent that assumptions 
were not sufficient. Teachers simply did not want to deal 
with obJective writing. They felt it was an unnecessary 
waste of time. They felt that evaluation was an imposition 
that was counter productive to the practical task at hand. 
After many different attempts to complete the writing of 
obJectives and as many approaches and subsequent failures. 
the director decided that the task would never be completed 
by insisting in various ways that teachers write formal 
obJectives. 
Success was finally achieved by eliminating the 
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formalized. academic approach. Teachers were told to make a 
list of 20 ''things" that students were to know when the unit 
was completed. That assignment was completed quickly. From 
their lists. the director translated the information into 
formal obJectives. Therea£ter. teachers had their own 
models for writing obJ ectives and the problem never occurred 
again. 
An important administrative lesson was learned as a 
result of that situation. It was necessary to utilize the 
talents for which "employees" were chosen. In the instance 
of the proJ ect. teachers had been selected because they knew 
elementary curriculum content and were interested in the 
arts. The director learned to carefully consider what kinds 
of assignments were given the teachers and to discriminate 
between content requi rements and administrative 
requireJRents. 
The creation of the evaluation instruments required a 
maJor portion 0£ the director's time during years one and 
two. As mentioned above. information was provided by 
teachers from which the director wrote test items. The 
items were then reviewed by the evaluator who applied his 
knowledge of test construction. 
Conflicts frequently surfaced 
process--problems that are inherent 
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during this 
in the nature of 
research pro)ects. Because a director knows content that an 
evaluator may not. an evaluator often must be convinced of 
the necessity to include items on test. The sub) ective 
nature of the arts made test items in those areas 
partiacularly difficult to construct. The evaluator taught 
the director to define behaviors so that they could be 
measured. 
After test items were constructed, they were presented 
to pro)ect teachers for reaction&. They were asked to 
consider each ite� for grade level readibility and content 
accuracy. They frequently ob)ected to the structure of some 
ite•s and had to be convinced that that facet was within the 
do�ain of the evaluation expert. 
This refinement procedure continued throughout years 
one and two. In addition. after tests were scored each 
time. data was analyzed and the instruments were reviewed 
for validity. reliability and sensitivity to range . scope 
and nature of measured behaviors. Item analysis was done at 
the ends of years one and two. In addition. the tests were 
reviewed by an arts consultant. a curriculum consultant and 
a readibility expert. Revisions continued until the final 
printing of the test series at the end of year two. 
and Marshall. 198 1 >  
< Garner 
It should be noted that all proJect employees do not 
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design their own evaluation instruments. Title IV-c. in 
fact, discouraged the venture to the point that proJects 
proposing to do so were virtual ly not considered for 
funding. The reason for the determination was probably 
because in most subJect areas. including psychology and its 
related fields. litera l l y  hundreds of tests are available. 
Frequent l y .  proposals which suggested pro) ect-designed 
instrumentation indicated to readers that a thorough search 
for appropriate instruments had not been conducted. In the 
arts, however, few evaluation instruments existed and Title 
IV-c was eager for an I l l inois project to attempt the 
development of such a test series. 
ABE's director and evaluator reviewed program 
assessments from the Aesthetic Education ProJect of CEMREL 
in St. Louis; Learning to Read Through the Arts in New York 
City; "Arts for A l l "  in Jefferson County, Colorado; and the 
National Assessment for Educational Progress. In addition. 
some general manuals were consulted, such as the Buros 
No instrument was deemed 
apropriate because no arts-integrated instruments were 
available. ABE needed to measure achievement in a l l  
subJects, including the arts and the effectiveness of their 
integration. 
The proJect's evaluation design was based on a 
pre-test/post-test, experimental vs. control group design , 
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which- in simple terms - compared ABET's scores <both pre-
and post-) 0£ children in ProJect ABE classes to the scores 
0£ children in non- proJect classes All 1700 elementary 
children in the district were pre-tested. ABE ' s  curriculum 
units were taught by proJect teachers - another set 0£ units 
was written and implemented and post-testing was done. 
���!�§ was a massive organizational task. All elementary 
teachers were required to administer the tests twice during 
the year- which required them to reschedule their daily 
activities. Since the maJority 0£ the teachers were not 
involved with the director and sta££ 
anticipated a minor rebellion. Fortunately _ the endorsement 
0£ the superintendent appeared on all in£ormation about ABE 
testing that teachers received. The value 0£ higher 
administrative support is deemed crucial to the success 0£ 
any externally £unded proJect. 
Test packaging_ distribution and collection required 
meticulous scheduling. During year one- parent volunteers 
who were supervised by the proJect sta£ £ - scored the tests. 
Results were given to the evaluator who analyzed the data­
provided £eedback- and wrote evaluation reports . 
In addition to the research done through the ���§ !n 
��§!£ ggy9��!2n !�§� ���!�� on the !2�� !�§� Q� ��§!£ 
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��i!!�< ITBS> were analyzed each year. Scores of the 
experimental group vs. control group were evaluated in 
order to show that proJect students were not negatively 
affected by arts-integrated instruction. The analysis 
revealed that proJect students' scores did not decrease as a 
result of proJect involve�ent. In fact. they increased 
slightly. but not enough to claim significant difference. 
The supplemental information the the !TBS analysis provided 
was useful as a deflection to the back-to-basics movement 
that was claiming that the arts were time wasters. 
The original pre-testing was done in January of year 
one. During the remainder of that school year . concurrent 
with arts training. curriculum writing and implementation . 
hundreds of classroom observations were made and photographs 
taken in order to document that implementation of pro3ect 
activities was indeed in progress. In addition. the 
director was writing end of the year reports and proposals 
for funding of year two. 
Year two was essentially a replication of year one. 
Seven teachers were added to the original core of 1 2 .  The 14 
units that were written during the previous year were 
implemented again during year two. 
units were written and taught. 
In addition. 13 more 
In summary. ProJect ABE ' s  years one and two were spent 
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in inservice training, curriculum writing, implementation 
and research, all of which were directed toward the 
proJect ' s  ultimate goal--arts-integrated curriculum . The 
problems that occurred for the program's administrator can 
be attributed to the fact that every activity was new to the 
staff and director. Each subsequent step threw the proJect 
back into the realm of the arcane. In other types of school 
administration, colleagues can be contacted and the 
literature can be consulted when problem& arise. Precedent 
allows predictions to be made ao that proble�s can be 
anticipated. A director of an innovative program ha& no 
precedent. Proble�s arrive suddenly and must be dealt with 
as the situation demands. 
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CHAPTER IV: YEAR THREE. 1 9 8 1 - 1982 
ProJect ABE's third year was a time of refinement and 
polishing of the work completed in years one and two. In 
contrast to the previous years which were developmental in 
nature, the 1981-82 school year was spent determining the 
capability of the program to function independent ly, with 
very little support from the proJect. Towards this goal, 
Charleston proJect teachers were asked to do their own 
scheduling of unit implementation and the activities that 
occurred within that time. In addition. proJect funds were 
not available for their cl assrooms. 
Planning for Pilot Adoption 
A Title IV-c requirement of proJects in their third 
years was to replicate the program, or some part of it, in 
another district. Termed "pilot adoption .. ·· this process was 
designed to prepare the developing district for 
dissemination. Furthermore, data gathered in the adopting 
district was careful l y  considered during the validation 
review. which will be discussed later. 
The director had assumed that the pilot adoption 
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process would be simple due to the fact that the proJect was 
effectively functioning within the Charleston district. 
However, the si tuation constituted an entirely new roster of 
problems. Among the questions that had to be considered 
were : 
1 .  What cri teria would determine the selection of a pilot 
adopter district? 
2. What strategies would be employed that would convince 
a district to cooperate? 
3. What were the expected outcomes of a pi lot adoption? 
4 .  What proce$o would fac i l i tate those outcomes? 
5 . When would the pi lot �doption occur? 
Planning for the p i l ot adoption began with the proJect 
staff, director and eval uator determining the desired 
outcomes. It was deci ded that the maJor focus of this facet 
of ABE was to determine if the arts - i ntegrated curriculum 
was indeed usable by other teachers. Therefore, i t  was 
decided that one unit froM each of the four available per 
grade level, would be taught by teachers in the adopting 
district. Also, data would have to be gathered on proJect 
students as an experimental group as wel l  as students in a 
control group. 
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Designing an inservice program for adopting teachers 
was the subsequent dilemma. Charleston teachers had 
undergone GO hours of training and had cl osely monitored 
proJect support and supervision, < which cost several 
thousand dollars> in order to implement ABE's curriculum. 
The pilot adoption budget was under S2000 and the entire 
process had to be completed before December, 1981 . 
It was decided that prospective teachers <sti l l  
unidentified) would need to be provided with information 
about how to use curriculum, the distinctions between 
arts-integration and traditional teaching, and some hands-on 
experience in the arts as components of the adoption 
inservice. 
The solutions to these problems solved others as well. 
If one unit per grade level was to be taught and if each 
proJect teacher had to have a match in the control group, 
the adopting school had to contain at least two sections 
each of grades kindergarten through six. In addition, 
budgetary restrictions determined that travel money for the 
adopting school was limited and there was no money for 
consul tants within that a l l otment. 
When the pilot adoption was in the planning stages , the 
director began to perceive an almost resentful attitude 
about it among the Charleston teachers. The attitude was at 
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first attributed to the fact that they were feeling a loss 
over the near termination of the proJect. The situation 
culminated at a meeting with the local teachers during which 
the director was giving the group information about the 
pilot adoption. 
but none came. 
A response from the teachers was eKpected 
After asking directly what their feelings 
were about the adoption. the director was told (in very 
certain terms) that the plans being made did not involve 
them and they resented it. They insisted that the proJect 
had been of their �akin9 : they had written the curriculu� 
and implemented it. They believed that they should be 
involved in the plans for its future. 
The proJect staff was surprised at the director's 
response to the teachers' discontent! Far from being 
disgruntled, the director felt that the teachers' attitudes 
represented a long-desired outcome. Their pride of 
ownership revealed the influence of the program upon the 
teachers. 
occurred. 
It was a concrete indication that change had 
Despite the fact that time for planning was drawing to 
a close . the director began to involve the Charleston 
teachers in plans for the pilot adoption. Teachers were 
asked what kinds of contributions they wanted to �ake and 
duties were divided accordingly. 
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The problem of teacher discontent was due to 
presumption on the part of the director. It was presumed, 
from an administrative viewpoint, that extensive proJect 
demands in addition to their regular teaching schedules 
would preclude their interest in the pilot adoption 
process. The presumption caused the teachers t o  feel left 
out, if not abandoned. 
The Pi lot Adoption 
Lake Crest Elementary School 
became ABE ' s  pilot adoption school. 
in Oakland, Illinois, 
The school was the 
right size, geographically nearby, and eager to cooperate. 
The administration and teachers required no convincing as 
was initially feared. 
The pro)ect staff informed the Charleston teachers that 
plans called for arts training and curriculum inservice for 
the Oakland teachers. The local teachers made all decisions 
for the initial series of workshops that was to follow. 
They decided which arts consultants would be of greatest 
value. They planned for every proJect teacher to work with 
the same grade level adopting teacher. During this t i me. 
the director and staff decentralized their authority and 
essentially became the reserve system. 
The Oakland teachers were impressed with ABE's 
curriculum. The Charleston teachers trained them with 
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unabashed pride. When the Oakland teachers taught the ABE 
units in their classroom, the Charleston teachers visited 
them and marvelled at the fruits of their labors flourishing 
in another district . 
The pilot adoption was successful because the 
curriculum was usable and well-accepted by teachers; the 
data analysis revealed positive results. The greatest 
benefit however, was the effect of the pilot adoption upon 
the Charleston teachers. 
At the end of ProJect ABE's third year, categorical 
funds such as Title IV-c were combined into what is now 
known as the Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act 
or the .. Block Grant .. system. As a result, ABE staff members 
knew by January of that third year that no more Title IV-c 
funds would be available . Consequently, there would be no 
dissemination years for the program, unless other means were 
devised. < Ultimately, dissemination did transpire, but not 
until months later, 
doors. ) 
after the proJect had closed its 
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Validation 
Validation was the Title IV-c process through which 
out-of-state conaultants, e•ployed by the I l l i no i s  State 
Board of Education, reviewed a proJect ' s  research , 
and cost-effectiveness . Without validation, a proJect could 
not receive funds for di&&eMination. However, when the tiae 
ca•e to apply for validation , i t  was certain that no fund& 
would be available for dis&e•ination . Therefore, validation 
would be a for•ality o n l y ,  even a hollow victory. 
Fro• the adMini&trative standpoint, the validation 
process was a massive amount of work . The T i t l e  I V - c  
manager of the I l l inois State Board o f  Education informed 
proJ ect leaders that the once required app l i cations were now 
optiona l . The superintendent of school s  in Charl eston was 
in agreement with h i m .  The director asked the teachers how 
important 
unanimous. 
validation was to them . Their vote was 
The d i rector was encouraged to apply for 
validation because, the teachers agreed that this had been 
their ult imate goal from the outset. 
The validation proces& consisted of three phase&: a 
formal application; a forum of out-of-state reviewers, 
I l l inois State Board of Education representatives and the 
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proJect director: and an on&ite visit by the reviewer&. 
The formal application resulted in a 50 page document 
that contained the following : 
1 .  ProJect infor•ation and overview 
2. ProJect purpose. obJective& and activities 
3 .  Evaluation design .  result& and analysis 
4 .  Educational &ignificance. target population . adoption 
requirement& and cost information 
Compiling the information was a &i•ple •atter a& the proJect 
had docu•ented literally every facet of its operation during 
the developmental year&. The forMat of the application wa& 
very specific however . and in •ost instance&. evaluation 
data had to be tran&for•ed into tables. 
Board 
The application was first read 
of Education repre&entative& 
by 
who 
the Illinoi& State 
&ugge&ted many 
change&. After the director and evaluator revised the 
application. ISBE submitted it to two out-of-state 
reviewer&. one of whom was Director of Ele•entary School& in 
Evan&ville. Indiana . and the other . a profe&&or in the 
Department of Research and Stati&tic& at Indiana State 
University. 
The forum that followed 
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the acceptance of the 
appl ication was for the benefi t  of the out-of-state 
reviewers . The director had anticipated the purpose of the 
meeting as being a time to defend the app l i cation . However, 
the questions that were asked were points of clarification 
for the v a l i dation team, the answers to which a l l owed them 
to present a more accurate asse&sMent of the prograM. 
The on-site v i s i t  fro• the reviewer& was a two-day 
examination. They visited proJect teachers and c lassrooms, 
principals, central office administrator&, evaluator and 
proJect staff. Satisfied with what they observed, they 
recommended the proJect for v a l i dation . Following are their 
comments and recommendations . 
1 .  ProJect ABE ha& shown that c l assroom teacher& can 
successf u l l y  i ntegrate the art& into the K-6 
curriculum without detrimental effects upon non-arts 
learning . 
2. The research design was sound and wel l - iMpleMented . 
3 .  There was an excel lent attempt to quantify behavior 
that is usu a l l y  described i n  qualitative terMs . 
4 .  The volunteer aspect of the program involved over 200 
persons who were recruited and used as outlined i n  the 
proJect' s  well organized g9mmYB��� B�§2Y�g� H�B9Q22� · 
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5 .  Children. parents. and 
positive about the progra•. 
teachers interviewed were 
6 .  The classroo• teachers had an important role i n  the 
develop•ent of the curriculuM packages. 
7 .  A l l  c h i l dren in participating c l a&&e& were involved i n  
the arts. 
8. The prograM whould have a lasting effect because 
teacher& were provided with a rich staff develop•ent 
progra• in art. music . creative writing . dance. and 
draMatic&. 
9 .  The proJect can be repl i cated at a reasonabl e  cost. 
1 0 .  The staff has provided outstanding leadership for the 
proJect. 
1 .  Develop a guide and f i l •strip/cassette to aid schools 
which adopt the progra� . The guide should include 
inf or•ation contained in the QQ��YB!�X fi§§Qy�g§ 
H�BQQQQ�. the overal l  curriculu• design. evaluative 
result& of the program . and other infor•ation needed 
to Manage the progra•. 
2. Use remaining resources t o  package Material& with high 
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quality art. layout and printing. 
3 .  Promote the prograa. For exaapl e .  &end a brochure 
with an order form t o  a l l  I l l i nois schools featuring 
the concept of establishing an ABE center within each 
district . 
4 . Develop a procedure whereby the progra• can be 
marketed after the funding froa T i t l e  IV-c is 
finished. Thi& would include order for•s. storage for 
a l arge supply of each itea. and the establi&hMent of 
an account for the receipt of funds. 
The receipt of ProJect ABE ' &  v a i ldation was a source of 
pride for a l l  who had been i n v olved with the proJ ect . from 
the outset . confidence i n  the benefit& of the proJect had 
been stron g .  V a l i dation meant that the progra• had 
statistical proof of its effectiveness. In addition. ABE 
was the first arts proJect devel oped in I l l inois to receive 
this stamp of approval .  
In June. 1982. the ProJect ABE offices closed. The 
program had 
curriculum had 
accoapl i &hed 
been written 
it& goa l & - - art&- integrated 
and teacher change had 
occurred .  The iapact of ProJect ABE was to have a lasting 
effect in the Charleston el ementary schoo l s .  
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CHAPTER V :  DI55EftINATION, January 1983-June, 1984 
Probl••• of Adoption 
In August of 1983, ABE ' &  director accepted a teaching 
position in the Charleston schools. In October, the 
superintendent of school& was informed that the Illinois 
State Board of Education wa& requesting proposal& for 
proJect& that might allow ABE to be reinstated. 
Application& were due within 1 0  days after the announceaent 
and aoney was to be forthcoaing in January of 1983 . The 
author subMitted the proposal and in aid-DeceMber, the 
superintendent was notified that funding was forthcoaing and 
that ProJect ABE could re-open in January. 
Re-opening the proJect may have been •ore difficult 
than its origination. When ABE had terainated in June, 
1982, all office equipaent had been dispersed throughout the 
district and files had been stored. Central Office had been 
reaodeled : the superintendent had aoved into the former 
proJect office&. Finally, a &Mall roo• was alloted to ABE. 
In addition, while ABE ' &  initial budget had all otted money 
for off ice equip•ent, the new budget did not include such 
provisions. As a result, several day& were spent setting up 
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office space and re-obtaining necessary equip•ent .  
ABE ' s  disse•ination program was an outreach situation: 
the plan was to replicate the proJect in other I l l inois 
schoo l s .  The work was to be iapleaented by 
director who was the sole full ti•e ataff 
the proJ ect 
•e•ber . A 
part-ti•e secretary was helpful as wel l as the evaluator and 
ABE ' s  foraer curriculu• coordinator. both of who• were 
e•ployed as consultants. 
In the beg i n n i n g  of the disse•intaion phase. i t  
appeared that the only task a t  hand was t o  f i n d  adopting 
schoo l s . The previous ye�r < that led to the proJect ' s  
validation> had been focused toward disseaination. by v irtue 
of the procedures necessary for validati o n .  This Meant that 
many aspects of the outreach progra• had been planned prior 
to January. 1983. I n  add i t i o n .  the p i lot adoption i n  Oakland 
had given the director some sense of how the dis&e•ination 
progra• would function . During ABE ' &  develop•ent. the 
d i rector and staff conti n ua l l y  needed a •odel to follow . 
Lacking one. the proJect staff developed its own. With the 
Model to e•ulate. i t  was assu•ed that replication would be 
easy. 
The as&uMption was wrong . In retrospect . i t  becaae 
apparent that the 
unrealistic coMpared to 
p i l o t  
the 
adoption 
current 
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process had been 
situation for several 
reasons . First. the p i lot adoption budget. which had seemed 
&Mall at the tiJRe. was generou& co�pared to thi& current 
budget . Second. the close geographic proxiJRity of the p i lot 
school. which Made i t  appealing as an adopter school. had 
allowed adopting teacher& to v i s i t  Charleston and to 
00p i ggy-back00 on soJRe the local proJect' & activities such as 
art& workshop & .  I n  short. such plan& were now iMpractical. 
To further define the dileMMa. &oMe specific& are in 
order . The pilot adoption budget was $ 1 . 800 . The total 
dissemination budget for & i x  Months wa& under $35. 000 which 
included salaries. fringe benef i t s .  printing. substitute 
teacher& and proJect service& for ten to f ifteen adopting 
.school & .  In addition t o  Monetary restriction& there were 
time constraint&. School& in thi& phase of the prograM 
could not possibly receive the attention that Oakland had . 
The term adoption then. acquired new Meanin g .  I n  the 
for•er T itle I V - c  process. adopter schools had to co••it to 
speci f i ed utilization of proJ ect activities and continue the 
researc h .  Now. adoption Meant that school& would be 
provided with inforJRation and proJect Material& without 
incurringv further obligation . 
The parameter& created by ti•e and Money defined the 
scope of the di&&eJRination proJect . Ten to f ifteen school& 
could ba allotted a maxiJRUM of 10 substitute teacher& per 
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day for ABE in&ervi c e .  With that i n  M i n d .  two proble•& 
re�ained: < 1 >  an effective •ean& of del i very had to be 
de&igned with efficiency being the key and < 2 >  adopter 
achools had to be found . 
Selection of Adopter• 
An educational adMini&trator au&t be able to organize 
and iMpleaent long range plan& while &iaultaneously 
attending to the d a i l y  routine . Thi& situation i& 
especi a l l y  true within the role of the proJect director. 
Priority identification beco•es a proble• when a l l  task& 
appear to be of iaaediate i aportance or when the order of 
thing& &eea& difficult to deterMine . 
Such wa& the caae when ABE reopened . The key to 
succe&& of the diaaeaination progra• waa quality of 
in&ervice. However. the prograa wa& obviously of no use 
without adopted schoo l & .  
both. the d i rector 
ai•ultaneoualy .  
Recognizing 
began to 
the 
pur&ue both taaks 
Finding school& to adopt a progra• could have been a 
potential problea becau&e i t  waa difficult to know where to 
start. The 1 . 009 &chool d i strict& i n  I l l inoi& provided a 
veritable &Morgaabord of po&&ib i l itie& . I n  addition. i t  waa 
i•portant to deter•ine the ao&t viable contact per&on in a 
atructure that ranged fro• the regional &uperintendent to 
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teachers . 
During ABE ' &  developaental years. the d irector had 
viewed every person with who• professional aaaociation& had 
been •ade a& a potential adopter. Na•e& and addre&&e& of 
teacher& and ad•ini&trator& who had attended conference 
ae&&ion& and inatitute progra•& where she had apoken were on 
f i l e . Thi& catalog of nearly 200 na•es con•tituted the l i&t 
of initial contact& . 
It is iaportant to note here that if i t  had been 
necessary to contact schools at rando•. the taak would have 
•agnified treaendoual y .  The convenience of contacting 
people who had ao•e prior knowledge of the proJect cannot be 
overrate d .  
Letter& were sent t o  the prospective adopter& which 
explained the offering& of the proJect. A tear aheet waa to 
be returned if •ore infor•ation wa& desired . 
Twenty-aeven people responded to the letter&. which 
were followed up by the • a i l ing of a brochure <which would 
have acco•panied the original letter had i t  been available 
at the t i ae ) . Four day& after the brochure waa •ai le d .  the 
d irector telephoned the principal of the intereatad achool . 
The phone ca l l &  were difficu l t . Principal& 
received sufficient infor�ation about the proJect 
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had 
to 
understand it& offering&. However , i t  &oon beca•e obviou& 
that the inf or•ation wa& 
explanation& beca•e lengthy 
not being 
and costl y .  
read . Telephone 
Eventua l l y ,  the 
director wrote a telephone script which contained the 
infor•ation that needed to be relayed. 
Another problea fro• th• d irector ' &  viewpoint wa& that 
ao&t principal& could not aake iaaediate deci&ion& about 
adoption . Reaction& varied: ao•• had to con&ult with the 
auperintendent and/or school board : &o•e had to take a poll 
aaong their teacher& : &o•e &i•ply wanted tiae to con&ider 
the prograa: other& &aid yea or no i••ediately. While the 
d i rector waa ready to &chedule an inaervica ti•e, the 
principal• had to deal with district rad tape . The procea& 
ao•eti•e& took week& to co•plate. 
Scheduling created another proble• . The need• or want& 
of an adopting district d i d  not 
of the proJect. For exa•pl e ,  
alway& •eat with the need& 
if a district wanted ABE 
inaervice on an in&titute day , the proJact d i d  not have to 
pay for aub&titute teacher& becau&e attending inatitute wa& 
part of their regular duty . The d i rector was obl igated to 
apend proJect funds: therefore, when this aituation 
occurred , an additional adoption had to be found. 
Eventua l l y ,  tiae and travel •oney were in ahort aupply &o 
the budget had to be altered . Occasiona l l y ,  a di&trict 
wanted the d irector to overview the proJect prior to aaking 
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a coaaitaent to adopt, so hours of travel were &pent to 
accoaaaodate the request which took about one hour of t i a e .  
The nuaber of hour& that d i &tricta wanted to devote t o  the 
progra• alao varied. 
The conflict of need between proJect adainiatrator and 
adopter required iaaediate reaolution. The proJect director 
had to decide i f  the progra• should dictate to th• district 
or vice versa . It becaae obvious that the proJect could 
choose to re•ain flexible to attend to the individual want& 
of each d i strict or riak lo•ing adopters . Ti•e was &hort: 
the Charleston district waa obligated to fulf i l l  the 
stipulation& of the contract. The decision waa aade to 
design a flexible in&ervice package that could aeet the 
varying need& of adopter achoo l & .  Inaervice for adopting 
school& wa& &iaplified aoaewhat due to the reatriction& of 
tiae and aoney, two aspect& that frequently reduce the 
idealiatic to the practical . Therefore, a proce&& of 
condensation began --a proceaa of encap&ul izing three years 
of proJ•ct develop•ent into one day of infor•ation. 
The conden•ation proce&& waa a •ad reality for the 
proJect director, a feeling that had been reflected by other 
director& throughout the T i t l e  IV-c years . Stripping a 
progra• to it& &keleton aade a l l  the year& of developaent 
appear insignificant. Title IV-c directors had been the 
benef iciarie& of two luxuries--aaple tiae and Money . 
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Perhap& the di&&emination phase of the program brought 
proJect adaini&trator& clo&er to the e&&ence of typical 
&chool adaini&tration than at any point . Time and money 
dictate on going &chool program&; 
denied . 
The director began 
deteraining what teacher& 
planning 
should know 
that fact cannot be 
for 
at 
in&ervice 
the end of 
by 
work&hop--or in&ervice day . 
con&idered &ignificant . 
The following item& were 
1 .  Origin and development of the proJect. 
2 .  Oiatinctive qualities of the art&-integrated method of 
teaching . 
3 .  Foraat of the curricul ua . 
4 .  U t i l ization of curriculua . 
5 .  Benefit& of the methodology . 
6 .  Art& experience&. 
7 .  
The next question to be an&wered pertained to the mo&t 
effective aean& of d e l i very . The d irecto r ' &  experience with 
teacher training throughout the developing year& had taught 
her that a day of lecturing would be inappropriate. 
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Teacher& want to be involved during a workshop . 
At thi& point. the Charleston teacher& and the 
curriculuM conaultant were asked for a&&i&tance . The 
teacher& were appalled at the thought of reducing a l l  their 
effort& to a one-day work&hop . After that barrier wa& 
di&&olved. they offered excellent suggestion& . the •o&t 
iMportant one being that the d i rector �ake u&e of the 
hundred& of slide photograph& taken in ABE classroom&. at 
work&hop& and ABE exhibit& throughout the years . Teachers 
felt that the proJect should be i l l ustrated by picture& of 
chi ldren and their work. The d i rector wa& hesitant; slide 
ahowa can beco•e very boring . 
convincing . 
But the teachers were 
Teacher& alao felt that adopting school& should have a 
guide. rather like a teacher ' &  Manual that could reaain with 
the• after the workshop . Aa a resu l t .  the d i rector and the 
curriculua consultant developed the �@g !n§g�y!gg ngnyg! 
which contained tips on what ABE was. how to get started. 
benefit& of arta-integrati o n .  the &cope and sequence of the 
curriculu•. and an arts d irectory that charted a l l  the arts 
lea&ona in every uni t .  
Act ivitiea acheduled during a typical ABE in&ervice day 
are l isted in Appendix C .  Each workshop wa& designed in 
Module& that a l l owed for accoaodation of adopter school&' 
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reque&t&. whether that wa& one hour. &ix hour&. or anything 
in between . The l\odular nature of the &chedule solved the 
prob le• of having to custom design every district ' s  
request& . I f  adllinistrator& wanted an overview of the 
proJect. that &eg•ent could be pulled out and used . The 
overview wa& also used for conference &e&&ion&. If a school 
could only COl\Mit a half-day to ABE. a l l  the arts activities 
ware e l i •inated. a good exallple of the ideal being reduced 
to the practical .  The in&ervice progral\ has been 
successfu l . 
Other Inaervic• Option& 
In addition to the basic in&ervice program. &chool s  
could &elect or addend other option&. A three-hour art& 
workshop wa& avai lable . A l l  five art& areas are explored 
through a non-arts topic to de•on&trate the teaching of the 
art& and the way& that 
Matter . For exallpl e .  
they can reinforce other &UbJect 
in a session about .. Weather . •• the 
three baaic cloud forllation& are learned . Significant to 
the definition of cloud for•ation& i& the height at which 
they exist . Ranging fro• highest to loweat--cul\ulua. 
cirru&. and &tratus--the height& at which the c louds for• 
are related to one of the l\O·&t fundaJRental aspects of dance 
teaching. high. aediu• and low positioning of the body. In 
addition. the &hape& of cloud forllation& and whether they 
exist in group& or sing l y .  C a& dancers do) provides an 
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exce l l ent arts-integrated lesson. Kusic, visual art,. 
creative dra•atic&, and creative writing are also incl uded . 
The art& workshop i& �o&t effective when i t  can precede 
the f u l l -day in&ervice. 
night before . 
Typical l y ,  i t  i& conducted the 
Schools could e l ect to develop their own 
art&- integrated Material& using ABE a& a •ode l .  Such was 
the ca&e of Liberty School i n  Danv i l l e  which for years ha& 
had a fine arts tea• and a forty-ainute fine arts period per 
day . Libert y ' s  fine art& lesson& had been loosely 
structured and lacked focu s .  The d irector was able to 
assist the• in organizing their aateri a l & .  In addition, 
they adapted four ABE unit& for the entire building, grades 
k indergarten through five . 
Occasional l y ,  a Junior high school w i l l  want to adapt 
the ABE unit& for seventh and eighth grades. Thi& is 
accoapliahed by using the unit obJectives, finding more 
sophisticated resource aaterial&, and extending the 
activities for older student&. The flexibi l i ty of the 
curriculu• that a l l ow& the 00Bruner spiraling•• is due to the 
fundaaental obJective-based focus of ABE ' &  curriculum . 
In Waukegan, I l l inois, art and Music teacher& have been 
··ordered00 to relate their lesson& to what is being taught in 
eleaentary c la&srooas . They requested the ABE option that 
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assists specialist& i n  arts- integration . Working with 
speci a l i sts rather than c l assroo• teachers requires a 
d i f ferent strategy . When asked to integrate the arts. 
&pac i a l i &ts too frequently feel that they are being asked to 
d i lute their prograas. 
ABE teaches specialists to define concepts fro• their 
art and to plan activities that relate to another subJect . 
wants students to For exaapl e .  a JllU&iC teacher who 
understand the concept of rhyth• can easily plan lessons 
that coordinate with a social studies unit on Africa. A 
visual art teacher who wants to teach aspects of design w i l l  
al ign easily with the sa•e top i c . Specialists. then are 
encourogect to ask ··what can JRusic, visual art, etc • •  help up 
learn about Africa?"" not .. Wh.at can Africa teach us about 
auaic and vi&ual art?" 
Conducting Adopter Inaervic• 
Between Januar y ,  1983, and June. 1984, ProJect ABE has 
been adopted by 78 I l l inois schoo l s . During winter of 1984. 
it becaae unece&&ary to seek adoption&� school& were 
initiating the process as the word about ABE spread around 
the atate. 
Conducting ABE inaervice is the easiest and most 
pleasant aspect of the di&&eaination prograJll . I n  coJl\parison 
to planning and schedul i n g .  it can be ter•ed exciting. 
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ProJect ABE i& a progra• which ha& been proven 
effective: it& in&ervice option& are efficient, intere&ting 
and wel l - received . What then are the potential problem& of 
conducting inaervice? 
ABE ' &  d irector i& now acting a& a consultant . Before 
traveling to an adopter &choo l ,  some preparation& •u&t be 
Curriculu• for each teacher auat be gathered : 
brochure& , posters, aelf-inaervice guide&, art&-&e&&ion& 
aateri a l & ,  s l i de& and audio-visual equip•ent MU&t be 
packed . The d i rector travel& by car, so•etime& leaving the 
night before a scheduled inservice and , i f  the distance is 
great, staying over another night . 
The aucce&& of any workshop i &  dependent upon the 
co••unication •kill& of the consultant. At this point, the 
author ' &  expertise in the f i e l d  of art& education is of 
secondary i•portance . The pri•ary goal i& to be able to 
aeet 10 or •ore stranger& early in the Morning and establish 
teacher&' 
rapport. Thi& rapport is essent ial to 
attention throughout the day . In 
Maintaining 
addition, it 
create& a co•fort level that al low& the• to question and 
diacuaa. 
The author learned very early in the di&&e•ination 
phase that there i& no &ubatitute for rapport because 
nothing can be taught or l earned without i t .  
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profound thought& are lost on an audience which feels that 
the consultant lack& cred i b i l i t y .  ABE ' &  director ha& 
learned to let teacher& know that she ha& e l e�entary 
certification. that &he ha& taught elementary children. that 
ahe i& aware that they have too Much to do . As Much tiMe a& 
i& neceaaary i& devoted to learning their naMe& and in 
finding out about their teaching situation. 
Whi l e  ABE ' &  in&ervice i& neatly programMed . the hu•an 
variable& in each adopting achool carry their own set of 
coMaand&. Teacher& au&t be approached a& individual&. 
An i l luatration of two polar extre•e& w i l l  reinforce 
the nece&&ity of dealing w i th individua l & .  I n  an urban 
achool setting. workshop participant& included a flute 
player fro• the local syaphony orchestra . a profe&&ional 
photographer. a published poet. an actress in the local 
coM•unity theatre . and a visual artist whose work was 
currently on exhibit i n  a C h icago g a l l ery . 
artist& were eleaentary c la&aroo• teacher& .  
A l l  of these 
In contrast . 
teacher& in a &Mall rural school where there were only 12 
chi ldren in the fourth grade . revealed that Mo&t of the 
faculty had never been i n  an art MU&eu• . &een a p l a y .  or 
heard a concert outside of public school production&. Thi& 
achool .  incidental l y .  adopted ProJect ABE in f u l l  and during 
the following year &pent a l l  of it& inservice tiae and •oney 
on arta education . 
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The disse•ination phase of Charleston ' s  Arts i n  Basic 
Education proJect has demonstrated the f u l l  gamut of 
educational prograMMing . Starting with a loosely structured 
innovative idea. ABE evolved into a tightly constructed 
progra• from which the flexibi l ity required for 
di&&e•ination could occur . 
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CHAPTER V I :  RECOKKENDATION� AND CONCLU5ION5 
Recoaaendationa 
Throughout the de&cription of the f i e l d  experience, at 
lea&t one the•• ha& been recurrent: ProJect ABE had no model 
to e•ulate . The following reco••endation& are d irected 
toward proJect ad•ini&tratore who find the•&elve& in &i•ilar 
&ituationa a& wel l  a& school &  ad•inistratora who •ay e•bark 
on special proJecta at the district or building leve l .  In 
the paragraph& to f o l l o w ,  an i n i t i a l  &tate•ent wi l l  
constitute a reco••endation which w i l l  be fol lowed by a 
brief diacu&&ion ba&ed on the f i e l d  experience. 
1 . � R�Q��gt 9i�§gtg� �Y§t b9Y§ 9 g1§9�1� Q§!in�g Yi�� 
Q! tb� tgtgl R�Qg�gm !�gm tb§ QYt§�t · An initial innovative 
idea i& an inauff icient foundation for the origination of a 
progra•. For exa•pl e ,  to say that Charleston teacher& were 
going to integrate the art& into the e l e•entary curriculu• 
did not give prospective evaluator&, staff •e•ber&, or 
teacher& enough infor•ationf on which to ba&e decision&. 
The abi l ity to say what the and product w i l l  be i& more 
effective and can a l way& be Modified i f  nece&&ary . 
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2 .  A!th2Ysh §t9!! �§�Q§�§ g�§ §mR!2�§9 !2� th§!� 
in9!�!9Y9! §t�§nsth§, th§ Y!�!mg�§ 22mQ!ngt!2n 2! th§!� 
Further•ore, once a .. tea•·· 
i& in place, a director •uat attend to the continuation of 
it& abi l ity to function aa a uni t .  
aedioting conf licta , and Meeting the 
Defining ta&k&, 
need& of each 
individual a l l  help to aaaure a &Mooth-running operat i o n .  
3 . Ing !22Y§ 2! g R�Q��gt mY§t Q§ 9§t§�m!n§9 gn9 
ng��2�!� 9§i!n§9 !n 2�9§� �2 !9£i!!tgt§ 9�2!§!2n-mg�!ns · 
For exoaple, when the ABE &taff •e•ber& co••itted the•aelvea 
to teacher change, attention began to be d irected towards 
the hu•an ele•ent, thua reducing preaaure felt in other 
area&. Concern for teacher& auperceded the technicalities 
of the progro•, which were left to the d irector . 
4 . �h§ll R§2R!§ 9�� 9§§!9ll§Q t2 �g§�§ {2� �h!gh �h§� g�� 
��!!-§Yit�g, th� ��§Y!t �!!! Q� m2�� §9�i§!�ins it th�� g�� 
9!!2��9 t2 R�2£§§9 t�2m th�!� 2�n !�gm�� 2! �§!���ng�, n2� 
gn gg�!ni§t�gt!�§ 2n� · When the author asked teacher& to 
write Material& that •et proJect need&, they were unable to 
co•pl y .  When a&ked for inforaation, i t  wa& readi ly given 
and the d irector applied the needed for•at . 
Principal& and other adainiatrator& aeet frequently to 
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d i &cu&& problea& and &hare inforMation . That inforMation 
�ay be geraane to the working& of the proJect but the 
director aay not receive i t .  Change& i n  procedure&. 
a l teration of fringe benefit a l l otMent&, deadl ine&, and 
&chedule& are JU&t a few exaMple&. A proJect d irector mu&t 
aeek out inforaation i n  order to perfor• effect i v e l y .  
T h i &  situation require& a d irector to becoae 
knowledgable about the inner-working& of each building where 
the proJect i& iapleaented . D a i l y  routine& vary fro• 
building to building and aust be respecte d .  For example. 
&ome principal& do not a l low reading instruction time to be 
a l tered . A& a resu l t .  pro) ect schedul i ng ha& to accomodate 
that requireaent. 
7 .  Ib� ��!9ti2n§bie �gt�ggn e�24ggt g!�gg�g� gng 
e�ingie9!§ i§ g�yg!g! t2 tbg §yggg§§ 2! tb� e�2s�9m . 
ProJect teacher& depend upon the support and approval of 
their principal&. Therefore. a director au&t be w i l l ing to 
work within �ggb principa l ' &  structure . They au&t be 
apprised of a l l  proJect activities that occur within their 
building&. Furthermore , a d irector au&t deteraine what 
kind& of deciaion& can be aade by teacher& and pro)ect staff 
without prior approval fro• the principal . I n  one 
Charleston school ,  teacher& were a l l owed to decide i f  and 
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when they could take children on f i e l d  trips whi l e  i n  
another. the 
principa l . 
decision had to be c leared through the 
8 .  f�Q�§gt �§2Yt9t!QD§ g�§ RY!!t YRQD g§2§gggQ!!!t� ggg 
2§�fg�mgng§ . When an activity is scheduled. it must occur 
and that activity must be perceived by others within the 
school as being worthwhi l e .  
9 .  f�g�§St§ t§n9 t2 Q§ §ggg§nt�!g gng §§!i-s2ntg!n§g . 
The excitement generated within an innovative program can 
give a feeling of false security . Satisfaction of a proJect 
must be felt throughout a &chool district. even by whose who 
are not involved . Public relations--newspaper&. 
newsletters. radio programs. speaking engagements - - must be a 
priority for a proJect director . A public that is unaware 
of a proJect is l ikely to become suspicious if it is not 
making itself visibl e .  
i o .  an g�g�§Il§§§ 2! th§ Yi§� 2! th§ 2�2�§gt g!�§gtg� ' §  
�Ql§ 9§ 2§�£§!y§g Q� h!§ Q{ Il§� §Y2§�!Q�§ 9!!Q�§ 9 2�Q�§g� 
tg fyngt!gn �!th §f!!S!§ng�. A director needs to be aware 
of the kind of decisions the superintendent and business 
manager <or to whomever the di rector is responsi b l e >  w i l l  
al low to b e  made autononousl y .  For exa�ple. can the 
director decide upon the amount of money for the next grant 
application? Who initiates the breakdown of dol l ars? What 
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is expected of the director i n  terMs of reporting to the 
administration? What are district procedures for 
b i l l -paying and other fiscal matters? A satisfactory 
arrangement is one whereby a d irector i& a l l owed to make 
decision& about prograM and budget which are presented to 
the administration for approval . AutonoMy is iMportant for 
a proJect director to perfora capab l y . 
1 1 .  � R�Ql§£t 9!�§£tQ� ' §  �ffQ��§ �Q �ggy!�§ £Y��§nt 
�n2�!§99§ 2i th§ R�2s��� ' §  s2nt§nt ��§� �ii§£t§ �h§ !2ns 
Successive proposals for 
funding �u&t react to current thought on the subJect at 
hand. At one point, ··art & - i ntegration .. carried a negative 
connotation to people in arts education . The definition to 
which they were reacting was n2� ABE ' &  definition . A& a 
resu l t ,  the proJect ' &  po&ition had to be defended . In 
addition, if the d irector i &  not aware of current trends in 
the f i e l d ,  
completion . 
a program can becoMe ob&olete before it& 
At the beginning of thi& paper,, it was stated that .. the 
e&&ence of a proJect director ' &  JOb description coMes down 
froM the superintendent and up froM the teacher& . ·· The 
director of an external l y  funded proJect �u&t be in touch in 
both direction&. 
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Conclu&iona 
The field experience which this paper described 
consisted of the ad•inistration of an external ly funded 
program in six ele•entary schools in Charleston, I l l inoi s .  
The author was d irector o f  the program during a l l  of the 
phases previously discussed--the planning grant year, 
proJect development, and dissemination . 
I n  the Charleston schoo l s ,  ele•entary teacher& designed 
units of curriculu• based on one topic which was explored i n  
a l l  subJects, including the arts. The curriculua is now the 
basis for the dissemination phase of the proJect which has 
al lowed GO schools in the state to adopt ProJect ABE. 
The significance of the f i e l d  atudy as i t  applied to 
educational ad•inistration was that the author was not an 
administrator prior to the time that the proJect began . 
Kost directors are in the same situation . Unlike a f i rst 
year principal who has colleagues and a degree in the f i e l d ,  
proJect d i rectors are usua l l y  teachers who are w i l l ing to 
write a grant to acquire funds to pursue an idea that they 
have. Educational adm i n i stration is concerned with 
curriculum, personnel manage•ent, research, and f inance - - a l l  
o f  which are aspects o f  the proJect di rector ' s  role . 
To summarize the d irector ' s  role, two co•parisons may 
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provide clarity . I n  regard to curriculua developaent, 
personnel •anagement , and record keeping, a proJect director 
i& l ike a principa l - -but without a school . I n  dealing with 
budget&, research and grant writing, the position i& s i m i lar 
to that of an upper level &chool administrator , such a& a 
curriculu• coordinator, a special proJect& d irector or 
granta writer . 
The f i e l d  experience described here was an internship 
in admini&tration--a true on-the-Job training experience, 
with one pecul iarity- -ProJect ABE ' &  d irector was 
trainer and trainee . 
both 
In order to COMplete the &U•Mary of the f i e l d  
experience. it &eem& appropriate to briefly consider the 
state of arts education at thi& writing, &ix year& after the 
f i e l d  experience began. ProJect ABE originated a& a mean& 
to deflect the thrust of the back-to-basic& uprising. I n  
1978, educator& and the pub l i c  through the United State& 
pushed toward a basic curriculuM in which the art& , among 
other disc i p l i ne&, would be excluded . One purpose of 
ProJect ABE wa& to research the premise that the art& could 
be included in the d a i l y  instruction of e lementary school 
children without detracting :fro• .. basic &ki l l  0° achievement . 
ABE ' &  val idation proved the premise to be a viable one . 
Six year& hence, the debate continues. Within recent 
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�onths, several report& have been published that are causing 
citizens of the United States to seriously exa•ine their 
educational syste•&. Whi l e  that current issue is not the 
purpose of this paper. i t  i s  significant to note that i n  d 
much pub l icized docu•ent of the National Co••i&&ion of 
Excel lence i n  Education < United State& Governaent Printing 
Office, 1983) the following atateaent appears: 
The curriculua in the crucial eight grades 
leading to the high school years should be 
apeci£ically designed to provide a sound base £or 
study in thoae and later years i n  such areas aa 
English language developaent and writing, 
computational and proble• solving ski l l s ,  science, 
social studies, £oreign language, and the arts. 
( p . 1 2 >  
I t  can only b e  &peculated about whether or not the art& 
would have Merited consideration in such a report written 
five year& ago. Nor are the arts excluded froa Goodl ad ' &  
or Adler ' s  
Concurrent with the publication of these books was Laura 
Chapaan ' s  ID§tgnt ���--In§tgnt gy!tY�� which defended the 
art& a& basic to education . 
In light of this brief h i storical perspective then, 
ProJect ABE has been a &Mall facet i n  the whole a i l i e u  of a 
nationwide concern . Its very naae iapliea that the arta are 
basic too. 
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Topi c :  Fractions CURRICULUM START CHART 
INSTRUCT IONS : MATHEMAT I C S :  
WRITE I N  AT LEAST ONE numerical express i on 
ITEM PER SUBJECT AS of fractions 
IT PERTAINS TO THE 
UNIT TOP I C .  ( ALL 
SUBJECTS DO NOT HAVE 
TO BE INCLUDE D . ) 
SOCIAL STUD I E S :  HEALTH : 
Teach e r :  
Grade: ____ _ 
DANCE : 
ternary ( three part) 
form 
V I SUAL ART : 
measurement of foods, prespective and 
S C I EN C E :  
measurement of wei ght 
LANGUAGE ARTS : 
prefixes that denote 
fractions 
ca l o r i es des i g n  
PHYSICAL EDUCAT I ON : 
CREAT I V E  DRAMAT I C S :  
ternary ( three act) 
form 
MUS I C :  
ternary ( t h ree part) 
form, rhythm 
CREAT I V E  W R I T I N G :  
story form(beg i nn i n g ,  
middle, end) 
Cll/\H'l' ' 1 .  curriculum ucvulopmont Process 
S. 'I' -�··G ,1': .s : .. 
-n-x111m 
/11-1/\lll:ll .SS 
<X°X'CEl"l' 
/\Nl\LYSIS 
l nscrvicc Goal1:1 for 
Project Teachers 
l. l.lodcrst:a11C.lfo1J of (JrO­
j1..x:t phi l�1y . 
2. Belief tJiat project 
exlJeCtations can be 
fulfilled. 
3 .  Involvanent of tea­
cliers in curricuh.rn 
developi'l;:l'lt im:x.'eSS. 
l. AjJ[>lication of concept 
to all subject areas 
inclo ing the arts. 
2. l'>.Jvclup1c11t of tc:a­
chers' skills in con­
tent areas. 
Project Procedures 
/\, t>i rc.oetor cxplninu.J to 
a 11 clan. tl.:achcrs 
pro j<...oct ptiq lO!ieS and 
proe<..-<lures. (llc-
cru it:ncn t follo..ocd . ) 
B. Director defined in 
dctai 1 project phil­
OSO[Jhy and expecta­
tions; discussion 
followed. 
/\, Director led dis­
cussion �1ich resul­
ted i n  teachers ' 
discovery of project 
CXJT(X)l'lents already 
extant in tJieir 
teaching; explana­
tion of curriculun 
reorganization fol­
lowed. 
A. Dirnctor loo concept 
identification ses­
sion, incl. brain­
stoaning for coo­
�ts, prioritizing 
and ccnpiling of 
final concept list. 
A. Project staff direc­
ted the activity in 
a workshop setting. 
/\, Projt.>et staff planned 
and inplcm.::nlcd in­
scrvicc training basa 
on concept chart 
statcn'Cnts. 
COMl'Oll P.N'l'S 
'l'eacher A c t i v i t i e s  
/\ .  A l l  cl"n. tcilchcrs 
attended gcncrn L OL'Ct­
incJ; intercstul tea­
chers signed up. 
8. Iclenti fic<l teachers 
attended initial pro­
ject work s�ssion. 
A. Teachers participated 
in discussion. 
l\. Teachers participated 
in uraimstorming and 
consensus procedures. 
A. Grade level teacher 
teams wrote brood 
statements about ap­
plication of concept 
in all s1ll>j1..>el areas. 
/\. 'J'cac.:hei:s participated 
in .inservioe t.&:aining. 
. 
Produc ts 
/\, l<lcntifit.'Cl l isl of 
pro jt.'C t teachers . 
O. Teachers signed con­
tract to 1"0rk with 
project. 
Eva l u a t ion/ 
Oocumcntation 
/\. •rcilClicrs fran a 11 
111rcJ<.:t yradt.? levels 
volu11tceral to t)(Jr­
ticipatc in projt.<:t. 
o. Tead1ers signed 
contract. 
A. Teacher confidence in I A. 
ability to develop 
Infonred teacher 
feedback. 
and inlJlencnt project 
l\. Concept l.ist 
A. Carpleted Concept 
Charts for each 
grade level. 
A. 'l'eachern' knowl�gc 
and skills. 
A. 'l'Otal teacher in­
volvement in ooncept 
selection. 
A. Droad st.atcrrcnts 
were written in a l l  
appropriate subject 
in<.itter areas. 
A. Workshop rating foan. 
Clll\H'l' l .  _curriculum l)cvl!lopmont l' roces � ( l'ilge :l) CUM I' OU l·:N'l'S 
S. 'l' I\ G .� S : 
CJ::/\�lm 
{X/IC'()IU::S 
Jlll:Nl'U'IC/\'l'lll'l 
J N!mtl.X �I' IUV\C. 
S'11V\11-.X:;IJ::S 
l nscrvlcu Goal1:1 for 
Project Tuachcrs l'roject l'rocccl11rcs '!'cacher /\c: t l v i  tics 
1. \'reparation of rdtion- 1 A. Project staff directed 11.. 
ale and overall ob- Ute activity in a 
jective for each unit. workshop setting. 
'l\:!achers wrote ration­
ale and objectives on 
project develO[X.'Cl 
fonns. · 
2. Iueratification of 
learner outcaocs for 
each unit. ' 
l. l'rcparaLion of in­
structional objectivcii 
2 .  Preparation of lesson 
plans . 
A. Project staff diroctal A. •rcadacrs wrote twc:nty 
the activity in a content i terns for each 
workshop setting. w1i. t. 
/\. l'roj�t slaf.f wo1:kL'C.l 
iroi vidually ard in 
SlllLlll <JrOUps with 
teachers. 
11.. Project staff worked 
individually and in 
snlLlll groups with 
teachers. 
/\, Usira<J UIC 20 content 
i tom for each unit, 
tcadacrs wrote in­
structia1al objectives 
in project developed 
foonat. 
A. Teachers prepared les-1 
son plans which in­
cluded objective, 
step-by-.stcp procedure 
special directions for 
work set-up, supplies 
needed and evaluation. 
3. Specification of timesl 11.. 
for lesson plans. 
Staff facilitated 
process by providing 
forms and materials, 
scheduling external 
events, etc. 
/\. Teachers workoo in­
dividually to plan 
each day, including 
field trips and other 
expl?I'iences. 
4 .  Identification of unit 
resources. 
/\. Staff purchased ma­
terials and supplies 
(within project guide· 
lines) at teachers ' 
request; collectable 
materials are ac­
quired tJ1rOU<Jh the 
project 's volunteer 
C'Oll'(X>nent. F.nrich­
mcnt volunteers and 
field trips are 
scheduled at tirres 
req1.1csted by tJ1e 
teochers. 
/\, Project developed 
for:ms are used for 
all requisitions. 
Products 
A. Co11>lcte Rationale 
and objectives for 
each grade level. 
A. Preliminary drafts of 
student expc.--ctat ions 
as sµccified by 20 
content j tern::; . 
/\. Stated i nstnK:Lil�)<ll 
objectives for each 
9radn level unit. 
l·:va l ua t ion/ 
Oocu111cnta t i on 
11.. l\cceptilblc rationale 
and objectives �re 
written in consistent 
style for ead1 unit. 
/\. Ca1i>letion of task. 
/\. Couplet-ion of tilsk. 
/\, curriculLlll units with I 11.. 
detailed lesson plans 
including finalized 
Curricuhan Unit 
llating Scale. 
unit test based on 
411.. 
11.. CO'l{.>lete time specif- I A. 
ic lesson plans. 
A. Identified and schecl- I 11.. 
uled resources for 
each unit. 
Lesson plans are 
tine specific. 
Time s(X!Ci fie Jes-
· son plans, with all 
resources and ex­
tema l events in 
place are ready for 
inplesrentation. 
Cll/\ll'l' l .  
S. 'I' /\ G I:: S :  
lMPLEMl:NrATION 
REVISION 
t.:urricu lu111 lJuvulop111l!llt 11roccs� (Paye J l 
lnscrvlcc (;oa lu for 
1•rojcc t 'l'l,ilchcn; 
l. Te.lching of CXJ1pleted 
units. 
l. Revision and ca11,-,le­
tion of all curricu­
. lllll puckagcs � · 
l'roject l'roccilurcs 
/\. Staff observed and 
pllOtCXJrnphcd teaching 
of units. 
n. Staff provided tea­
cher inservicc. 
/\. Project staff pre­
pared (ecdb.:ick re: 
units for teachers 
base<l on reviews of 
written nnterials & 
c�1:;r1·wn ions 1l11rinq 
i11. ,l•1n·11l.1i i ·�•.  
COMl'Olll·:N'I'!> 
'l'cticher /\ctivi tics 
I\. 1�ilchers isrplemcnted 
lUlits. 
o. 'l'cochers ilttendcd 
rrocting to �hare ol.>­
scrvations of the 
curricullan in prnc­
tice and/or to extend 
content skills. 
I\, Teachers incorporated 
all <ippropdate 
changes 1Mde during 
.i.Jlplancntation and 
caapletctl any w1-
f i n  i !';fll"Ci W"lr�, P..". , 
l i i l t l  j . , ,  • . •  l'fi)'. 
Producls 
A. Students received 
concept-based in­
struction. 
1·:vil l uil t ion/ 
U<.>cume n Lilt i 011 
/\. Staff observation 
and unit tests. 
O. Co11tinued staff and I o. Infonnal feedback. 
teacher oomnunication 
/\, l"inal curricuhrn 
packages. ·  
/\. Curri cul11u L•ni t 
Ratin<J Scale; ex­
ternal revic.."W. 
Appendix 8 :  Inaervice Schedule for Adopter School& 
8 : 30-8 : 45 
8 : 45-9 : 00 
9 : 00-9 : 30 
9 : 30-10 : 30 
10 : 30-10 : 45 
10 : 45-12 : 00 
1 : 00- 1 : 15 
1 : 15- 1 : 45 
1 : 45-2 : 30 
2 : 30 - 3 : 00 
3 : 00-3 : 15 
3 : 15-3 : 30 
Di rector introduce& herself and beco•e& 
acquainted with workshop participants. 
D irector d i &cu&&es the &ix component& of the 
State 0£ I l l inois Arts Plan which identi£iea 
different aeana of arts instruction . 
ProJ ect ABE overview, a sequence of s l ide& 
that i l l ustrates the prograa ' s  developaent . 
Questions are answered . 
M i n i - hands-on-the-art& &e&&ion . The concept 
0£ division by two is explored through ausic, 
social studi e s ,  language arts, puzzle 
worki n g ,  and weaving . This experience shows 
teachers that the arts can be alternative 
aodes of expression, that the arts can be 
taught by non-arts spec i a l ists, and that the 
arts reflect other subJ ect matter. 
Break 
Curriculua Foraat . A l l  participant& read one 
unit to which s l ides are keyed to demonstrate 
the structure of a l l  the units. Discussion . 
Music listening l esson introduce& ways that 
classroom teachers can help chi ldren learn to 
identify repetition and contrast in •usi c .  
Distribution of brochures which list unit 
titles, ski l l  level and tiae span 0£ units 
and distribution of individual units by grade 
level . Participants scan units. 
S l ides of every unit i l lustrate the prograa . 
Discussion of unit use; question& answered . 
Print scanning introduces teachers to helping 
children view and respond to worka of art . 
Evaluation; d i stribution of ABE posters . 
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Appendix C :  ProJ ect ABE nater i a l &  
I .  GRANT PROPOSALS T O  I L L I N O I S  STATE BOARD O F  EDUCATION: 
1978 : 
1979: 
1980: 
198 1 :  
1982: 
1983 : 
Planning Grant 
Continuation Report 
Continuation Report 
Application for Validation 
Application £or Oisseaination 
Appl ication £or Disseaination 
I I .  FINAL REPORTS : 1978-84 
I I I .  SUPPLEMENTS : 
�!!!-!D§!�Y!£! �Y!9! 
92!!Yn!�Y �2!YQ�!!� tl!n9e22� 
gy!!Y!�!Qn �!EQ�� 
I V .  CURRICULUM: 
Kindergarten : �h9� !§ 9 E9!!!y ? ;  f!gn� E9!!!!!§: �9Il99!D9 
�!!!Y�!!!Q�; �!!!9 �!!!QS! 
First Grade: I�9Il§RQ��9�!2n: Q9�!!� ��9�!Il!§§ ; Ih! E2Y� 
§!!!QQ!; �!!!Y�!Qg YE �Q �!!!QS!Q �y��!�!Qn 
Second Grade: �929Il ggg !!!in2!§: � QQ�29�!§2n; �g29n : 
9!!!��!�!2Q !n !�2 gy!�Y�!! : �2!Qg g�!9�!�! QY!� �n!!!!!: 
�!�Y�!2Y! �2�!9 2! �!E! 
Third Grade: QQ!�Yn!�i§§ in �Y QQYD��y--�h!!R Bgnghins: 
!!!!n2!!: E�!9�Y�!9 E�!s�!2n!: !!!! !n9 �2n!Y 
Fourth Grade: QQ!QD!9! ��!�!g9; M!� Q�!!9D§: n!9§Y�!ng ; 
�!!!ns! !n �Y��!�!2� 
Fifth Grade: Ih! Q!Y!! �g�; B2g�y n2Yn�9!n ��9�!§; 
�Qg!!!ng �!!!Y�!!!Q� 
Sixth Grade: �!�!gg; �g29n--b9ng ggg f!QR!!; n!9§Y�!�!Il� 9DQ 
�!!!ns! !n Q!!!Y k!Y!ng: Qn!Y!�!!! �!!!Y�!!!n� !n9 �!!!n9! 
Note : A l l  ProJect ABE Material& aay be 
contacting the author , Suellyn Garner , 770 Twelfth 
Charleston, I l l i nois 61920. 
seen by 
Street, 
